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Junior Picnic Will
Co-ed Capers to
Be Held Tomorrow
be Presented As
at New 13tightui
’Revue’ Tonight
nrities Will Present Symphony Orchestra Is To
unusual Skits in the
Offer Fine Concert
Annual Co-Ed Show
UNUSUAL
-MINA’S
IN BALLET
,! ,1HERS
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It
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1,.ward the certain
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numbers.
I I.ast Night
few who saw
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riot
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t nye Spanish so-
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EX. THA! Aboul len students
elm still gel free transportation
for the Junior Class Pietnic which
is to take place on Saturday,
Nlarch
12, at New Brighton
Iteaelt, which is about six litilts
south of Santa Cruz on the Wat-

Harriette Hamm:ion
Under the direction of Adolph
Otlerstein the San Jose State
Symphony orchestra will give a
convert on
Tuesday
evening.
Mardi 15, at 8:15 o’citwk, in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
One
hundred musicians will lak. part
in the concert, and an evening of
excelltnt musical
entertainment
is promised those who attend.
Harriette Harrington to Sing
Ali, I larriedle Harrington, a
stuttent in the Voice. department,
"’"Illin11.I

’11 11-

S.
’,put tii1

.si

asseitild%
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’this to
at 8 o’clock, in the
I.,rris
Suditorium of San
.1,,,. State. i
rd Capers will lw
pi, ot,,i1
III, prom, s to lie one of the
most interesting entertainment on
the campus this year, and a full
house is expelled.
Itestryial seats are almost sold’
out, so gel your ticket early.
Tickets are 25 cents general ad
mission. 111111 :15 rents reserved,
and inio lie secured at the &tort

Persons applsing for the spring
quarter I1932. who lime met all
the requirements of
l’ersonn,1
olliet are listed below.
.All whose naints are listed here
11ill please report to the instructor in charge of
group for
+needle efiretlions and assign- lins
theoing. The Committees have been working;

t.lt

meeting will he held at 3:I \ MonMarch IL in the rooms as tit. ork showed the
wine!’ only tot11,11 are to begin teaching old
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March 2s. Please plan accord -I
lerpsiebore of II.. 1
Mulct,
ing1%.
repartee in the:
11 will he necessars to buy a’
!students will hate an opporsmooth syncolue-1
it ad,
I lunity to make their social debut Handbook on Teacher Training.;
. Ihroor! d :rites 1932’s
price of which iS fifty cents
dialeajable stamp tO 111-111 11e 1;rolot at the Della
I (ors,
1.11111a 11111110 &Mee to11111rrOW 0.511).
Part -lime junior high school
night, when State’s new football
may w(.11
M,,
and special secondary assign
1
,,wk. as manager coach will be the gues1 of honor.
Nils for the D. T. 4). Sport wills will be made later. Width
!he m...I 3.1. and the large,
’1 " i "1 be given on for mince!
wits wh
antnd tonight , 1
Meet with Miss Crumhy in
II be fa le de
Iwing able. Saturday al Belle NIonti Country
Hoorn 161
bwrs..
..afree splattanei-1 (Jul,. are nearly all sold.
Mildred. K1’;;IIE
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I. Imaraselm Nlarie
first sport dance of the nos’ seard
i
continued on Page Fourl
son, will be an enjoyable affair.
st. rut
with a ten-pieee orchestra froin
Stanford supplying the 11111S1.
containing while decorations will hate ,
1, made out to nuolernistic motif.
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In conjunction with the conference of Assoviated Women Students, u’llich was held at Ntoileslo
Friday and Saturday, was held a
conference of deans of women.
milli 11 1. 111.1
1111.1:
,1
hes
1)eans and advisors from eleven
_
lit. tt
. t1 11,1 111t. Itt
1.iil .
.i n_
odd%
.1. I
(leorge
colleges attended.
,
t
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Nliss Helen Diminick. dean of iwogram.
11tilt., tl
11,1 is
Hale N’agl- I d
women. represented Sall Jost. at
1--tia
11.tgit Iltret
;(;.ttlittnit.11
1.",,111.1
.11
the conference.
.At the discussions, junior college problems
were examine., and discussed.
especially problems of housing.
employmtnt and loan funds.
ENTERTAINMSNT
reprtsentatives
were.
There
WITH A /.’
front Nlodesto Junicor College.
WALLOP/Sacramento. Itetalley, Hollister.
Salinas, Santa It usa’
ir lit.
Sparjail
Fresno State, and San Jose.
tb,
!meeting to floor new loom
The first day a the e)ifiree- (:),flitheee.. 1,1111,11,- OP Mond.,
ence, Friday, the represtnlittivtsl evening. NI ,1.11 7.
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First Meeting Is Held by felik WEIT COMM THEATIZEJ
Spartan Knights in
New Club Room
Fox
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miring of the clubroom

lit sim. th,

Mary Latimer Speaks at
Little Theatre

ThurmhY
mAlicii 23
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Y. W. C. A. Is Assigned Part 1,.. .1..
mining. M.1,1. 7.
of Bulletin Board
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Miss H. Dimmick Attends
Conference of Deans
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Leads in Evemng Drama Center Play
Murder and intrigue in the lial-40
kans! Revolt and treason within
lite palace walls! Husband against
wife and son against father! TM’
light of flaming Damillia. the ratite of in:whine guns, the shout id

ilili1,
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1 t tw.
ceintacl N11111 it.
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la _
1_1.1 t,, Ilici
hard for the oast two months in
’1" I ;11’
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order to produce a Kuwait
worthwhile.
Proceeds will go to the Student
Loan Fund, and all students
should support the worlhy cause
and help other students get a college ellUe1111011..
Nlart
19:1’2.
NI.
of the college are especiA regular :
tot.: a the It:surged lo attend, and see for ilo:1rd was eall..1 to order by
themselves that the women on the l’res.
’111. minutes ,.f
eampus ran do things as well as
pre%
:
ere read
Come tonight and see
hilk.
and appro, .1,
very entertaining program: you
Under new liminess l’residt.n1
%von’t he disappointed.
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Unusual Stage Set
Fine Costuming
To Be Featured
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evening ssm 1.,
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J. State Debaters Lose k
Stockton College
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grnthntte’ \eh is remembered ’Is
star of some of the most successful of San Jost, Players’ mashielions, plass a prominent part in
the drama as 1)r. Danviu. premier
of Danultia. Lewis is remembered
of
ly in the part
recent
31 fan sys
Illation. 1 here will be
the evening they 111.111. gUitsls al 1,,, f
kin dming lin. air throw.h the .Srubbs" in "Outward Hound.’
a dinner parts, which later atinin. and idiwe the raise ’ceiling As the suave premiere in "Palace
11 22
111.
of the Knighh.
tended the basketball game
Lewis is Presenting a ’wen Nlealesto J. C. and Santa
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"
new Phil.se 0 I’ h.is dramatic Yersa
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first step
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gtateral session of all the repre- 1., be undertaken by the Spartan
boa is assured.
former student body KestA
1 Milne lighting svill be one of dent, Jim Tormey. is plying an "elliatives was held. Hien grout) Knights this year.
ling al I p. in. any day.
Dr. MacOnarrit spoke about
Ili. fi dui es of this dance, which important role 115 Print... Serge discussions of the questions.
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After the discussions, the deans plans for the Spartan Union to
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of Lord and Thomas and
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12u. al
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while
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Ate. Keough is 11 brother of Miss
Latiintr
Miss
1114. into light
Affairs Committee to ensure
threatening retitlation. peettal a fine performance, and Sallow !Dough, acting Student
ulisets
rl’", in.. ling :it I :OD. TorsallY
ment.
Ilie
sutsress
and
their expectations were highly Doily secretary.
The organization and operation
gratified, for Miss Latimer proved
ROOS! .Nli WARD
STUDENTS
JOURN.ALISM
TO
wrself to lie a person of unusual of an advertising agency anti the
All of th. pr.\ lieges a ham,
CI:1,s., to, ,
at 3:00,
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(Continued on Page Four)
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Examination Schedule Is Printed for
Those Who May Take the Finals
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Teaching Appointments Are
Made for Approved
Students

Spring Idea Will Feature
Student Body Dance
Next Week

TS

%1’.1,1

liNf MN.
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Sf Iltil 11(

Romeo’ to be
Players Next
Present,,,ion

Tickets to Co-Ed Capers On Sale in Quad Today;
I
Buy Yours for the Entertainment Here Tonight

Students Will Meet Coach
omorrow Event!) g

---

I Koo to Speak
1 at Assembly to be
Held Friday at 11

sonville, Highway. There will be,
dancing, swimming, hiking, 141111
other activities all afternoon. A
special dance Ilion. has been resersed for the oceasion. A fee of
25 reads will be charged 10 take
care of the food, i. e.,
marshmallows, etc. Those t% 11.,
are going are asked to meet
the quad at 12:311. Members cf
the committee are Don It% rm., Left to right: Miss Eta Nlae Carraher, tickets chairman. and Nliss
Helen Wicks, program chairman. Ticket., on sale in the "quad"
Mary NleKaye, (Hive Ntuthem,
THIS NOON.
!toss, Dorothy Larson, KallitI ow
Fisher, and Junior Wilson.
Coach Walker has promise,’ to
celebrate his ssife’s birthday hs
taking htr on this ohmic.

What a world
those two words.
.1,1 of talent this
’tirs. Clever dance
music, consumand above till the
1 %%Teich the Stale
bold such large
!he fairer part of
.king Choir will
tis supposedly inoline complement
ening and off,.
the type of whi.11
1 ieclaim where%
mpeared.
rominent in Play
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DANCING, SWININI1NG To
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"I may not agree with a thing that you say, but I will fight to
the death for sour right to say it."Voltaire.
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Just Among Ourselves

Or

WHO’S WHO

AMONG THE FACULTY

NeitThir roinnon ts personal between
tlx president and ibt toll’s, minder.
ore ’reward mot to read it mor to mak,
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*.,tatr
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THE MOVING FINGER

Current Comment

Now that Manchuria is in the
process of becoming u part of
Japan, I see why Bill l’uytress got
that globe on which you drove
your own boundaries.
.
Incidentally, Bill was a pretty
good master Or CereM0fliCS
Friday. I do think he gathered
the assembly when he addressed
it as, "Ladies anti gentlemen."

The present theme song of us
students is "Tired".

San Jost., California. Friday, March I I. 1 tl:;2

WHO’S WHO

AMONG THE STUDENTS

Which reminds us that vacation
is coining and we’ll be singing
"Lazy Days."

Encouraging t.
see so many al
NON’ that the Manchurian questhe Mall lecture ,
tion is about all washed up, some
C o ngratulation4
kidnappers decided to create a
to Sigma Kappa’
by stealing
little excitement
Alpha. Hope we
Lindbergh’s son. Frum the symmay have mort
Special Writers
the world
of
pathy and interest
DR. T. W MacQUARRIE
sueh treats.
The guys with the guns were one would think Charles Jr. is a
DR. VICTOR PETERSON
KATMERINE HODGES
LEON WARlIKE
T e concert
nuisances that were badly in need public utility.
was high class.
of abating with a club. And the
BUSINESS MANAGER
BOB LOKEN
TELEPHONE BALLARD 3928
Chorus and choir were great.
Upon graduating from lowa yokels that interfered veith the
And with Mexico patrolling her
solos beautiful and well (lone. I State College in 1917, where he play should remember that the
FRANK CAVELLO
DR. CARL HOLLIDAY
Fatally Advisor
alwayts did love that orchestra. had been an assistant to Dr. Pal- person who expresses himself borders, and England calling out
Good crowd, wasn’t it?
mer, who is the most famous ex- should first have something to ex- Scotland Yard, it :night precipiFrom the time he was in High
Published regularly every Friday during the college yeer by Associated
tate another World Waror an
Stage proved inadequate again. ponent of nature education in the press.
Students of San Joie State comm.
School Frank Covello has taken
economic crisis.
Victor Peterson was
Entered as Seoond-Clus Matter at the San June. California. Poe.offita, Fab. 111. 192fi Must have another some day. Slay country,
an active part in student affairs.
tear out the whole thing, length- made superintendent of public
The sorority sisters were up a
Now that John Philip Sousa And he merits the position as
Prase of WrIght-Eley Co, 19 N. Sscond St . San Jose. California
en the auditorium, improve the schools in that locality.
tree when they arrived fashionacoustics. and construct n stage
Within a short time, he joined ably late and found the customary has passed on we’ll probably be Student Body Yell -Leader in that
that will hold five hundred. But the army for latesratory work and sets taken. But lo! A hero on singing the same martial songs he was for two years a student
hundred years or so.
that will cost twenty thousand was in service for eighteen the horizon!
Gentleman John for the next
body yell -leader in high school.
dollars.
months. Soon later he returned Horning with a stack of Tinies.
Aside from that he played basappreciate
but
help
can’t
One
WilS
where
he
Mater,
to
his
Alma
girls
Tempted to niention the name
And, believe it or not, the
of one young man in the chorus. a professor in chemistry and ag- spread out the papers anti parked honest peopleespecially those ketball for three years, baseball
for three years. and was on the
who return lost library books.
He probably didn’t know what he riculture for a year.
Lasanova
their personalities in the aisle.
Dear Casanova:
track team one year. At that time
San Jose, Calif.,
In 1921 he came veest to StanI’ve a problem that I need your was doing, but he spoiled a good
All we can say for the new he svas also the president of the
advice upon. It’s the thing of a part of the effect of the A Capella. ford, where he obtained his NI.
The best part of the program
Dear Mr. Column:
science building in its present Sophomore class.
Your helpful advice ta others chaperone. I know chaperones Just showing off. Such a tease. A. a year later, anti his Ph. I). in was a lovely feeling of uncertainHis college career has been no
I suppose we’ve all done things 1930. During Isis first year there ty. You never knew when a pa- state is that the dust which it
emboldens me to seek your ma- are considered old fashioned, but
My like that. Good many unpleasant he had been an assistant in the per airplane was going to comb stirs up is frightfully annoying. less active. Aside from playing
ture counsel. Although I am only vehat can I do about it?
the
year
and
the varsity baseball team for
science
department.
on
your tousled locks or lodge in
a faculty member I am hoping mother insist upon chaperoning memories in my own subconscialso been on
The last veeek has heard the three years, he
that you will not ignore my S. O. me every time that niy friends ous mind, if Uncle Jim still per- later he was put in charge of an ear.
issuing forth of peculiar wails the reserve basketball team for
’
S. There’s a girl in my class who call. It doesn’t matter whether mits a subconscious mind. If I’m chemistry at Santa Maria high
And then, too, Jerry Prindiville from the Morris Dailey Auditor- Geo years. However, his scholastalks in a high-pitched whisper we go out or stay at home; via. ever psycho-analyzed, the probe school and Junior College, where
all the time. A steady and inex- are chaperoned just the same. will bring to the surface a num- he was asked to be (lean of the was good for a laugh when he ium. It really will be a relief tic standing has been of the highest. which fact has been proved
when Co-ed Capers are over.
haustible stream of words bub- She insists on being present at all ber of incidents in which I made school, but he refused the posi- caught on lire.
by his being elected to Spartan
What times. Can you help me with my a particularly sickening fool of tion to come to Sen Jose State :n
bles noisily to her lips.
1922.
myself. It’s worth while to proPeople with perpetual Stlii1CS Knights. He was Scrihe of this
It’s a pity we can’t keep the
ought I do about it? She seems problem?
HOPEFUL.
saying.
organization last quarter. He is
HOPEI.ESSLY
the
tect
ourselves from such memo.
Altholugh Dr. Peterson came to same easy, carefree spirit always. always remind one of
to be a person who has had some
also a member of Tau Delta Phi,
ries.
the college as a professor of Just because we get things done "Kitty, kitty."
sort ot fetching-up at home, and Dear Hopeless:
the men’s honor society on the
Don’t be hopeless. For I am
Incidentally, and this for all chemistry, he now holds the is no reason for a gloomy counought to know better. Probably
With finals in the offiing, this campus. He is a member of the
she prides herself on her social sure that it is not as bad as that. performers, any kind of unusual Chairmanship of the Natural Sci- tenance. Just the same the holiposition day spirit will be notably absent little poeni seems only appropri- Pre-Legal Club, of which he Wati
attracts
attention. ence department a
charm. And she is so confound- Someday sit down and have a talk movement
president last quarter, and the
ate:
two weeks from today.
edly clever in the examinations with your mother. Explain to her That’s why I have to sit where I which he has held since 1924.
French honor society, Ile de
Since Dr. Peterson has been
that I flunk her. If you don’t !bat you are a college student can’t see the drummers. If you’re
POLISHLNG
NO APPI.E
France, of which he is president.
support me, Mr. Column, I fear now and quite capable (if learning a part of the scenery, anti you head of the departtnent, the teachIf we want to have pleasant
I
wondered
the
time
Aside
from these affiliations, he is
At
Ask
just have to move, do it slowly. ing staff has grown from six to memories in the days to come, we
the roof of my patient sanity will how to take care of yourself.
be
to
came
it
very active in both the French
Novi’
parlor
the
have
you
A performance may easily be twenty-one members, and chemis- should enjoy ourselves now, and
some day cave in. Why don’t her to let
For from the kind professor
club and the Spanish club.
you give a course of free lectures some of the evenings when your spoiled by obtrusive individuals. try and physics classes have in- the first thing to do is to cultivate
I only got a "D".
Since his election as Student
on "How To Behave Though In- friends call so that you may Just like a misspelled word in creased from one to four years.
a happy frame of mind.
Body Yell -Leader he has materiImmediately disUndoubtedly the greatest protelligent," for women students dance or entertain as you please. this column.
ally advanced the quality of the
Ask her to understand that your tracts attention from the sym- ject that Dr. Peterson has met
only?
Be interested in the people
organized Spartan spirit.
As
school dances are well looked phony of ideas, and the artistry since he has been here was mak- around you. Forget your day
Respectfully,
her
proof
of this we have the Pacific
after. But then don’t exclude
of presentation.
ing plans for the science wing, dreams anti get in and do someLUSH GREEN,
anI
trips
game
rally
during
the
football
Spring
little
of
Froggie
Has
Touch
Plan
Professor of Music, Morals, and all together.
Spardi Gras was a grand suc- which, when it is completed, will thing useful. That’s good advice
season. This rally was probably
Fever as Result of Sultry
little pleasures to include her. cess.
Mathematics.
First time I’ve seen it. be one of the inost complete for and sound mental hygiene.
and Many a costume was truly artis- its size in this section of the
the biggest success in the way of
lonesome
probably
Sun and Smiling Skies
She’s
Lush Green:
Un- tic. Had a yearning to dress up country.
a rally that San Jose State has
Charmed, I assure you. I hard- wants you for a companion.
:s
Tonight
me.
reminds
That
an myself. Wanted to be someone
On the campus Dr. Peterson is
Among interesting statistics yet seen. Anti in closing: You all
ly deemed it possible that such doubtedly, my dear. you are
seen
have
Revue.
I
Capers
Co-ed
and else for a little while. But I sim- Financial Advisor of the Student
would be those showing relation remember him when Governor
an illustrious person as a profes- only child. But talk to her
some of the sets and part of the
ply hadn’t the nerve. Probably Body, and as a result, has mem- dress rehearsal. The sets are of soft, sunny veeather to attentl firilph came to dedicate the gym.
sor would seek my humble ad- see if it doesn’t help.
Sincerely,
just as well. Had a good manv bership on the Publication, Ath- nifty. Adah Nkie Rhoads says she ance in Spring classes.
vice. Your charge I do not doubt
CASANoVA.
callers that day. What if the dig- letic Boards. As the representa- got one ar a cushion cover. And
is one of those front row apple
Spann Gras was great success
nified committee from the Com- tive of the Athletic Board, he is if the rehearsal wasn’t, we should
polishers, otherwise I am afraid
munity Chest had come in to flnd treasurer of the Far Western remember that the worse such all committees deserve tnuch
you would not be able to hear her
creditdance. field day, assemlimo. slippery tomb stones, and
me dressed up like the legendary Conference.
high-pitched whisper. If she was
things are, the better the per- bly, anti foodespecially food
"To all intents and purpose" he
upturned dirt from a fresh grave,
creature?
Swarthy complexion,
in the back of the room she
Roberts
Adele
Ruth
formance.
nearly was the Waterloo of a
pointed ears, sharp chin. horns, is father of two boys of nine and does a very lovely dance. There’s committee.
Music Department,
would disturb the rest of your
group of college boys last WedSan Jose State College, and playing casually with the five, who share their father’s going to be a Scotch piper, and
students as well as yourself, and
the
’n-tira
Anil
those
pie-eaters!
end
;re
Mnimspear head on the end of my tail. spare tiine.
Mart+ 7, 1932.
I assure you that they, in self-deoodles of females flit around in mm! Soleb ein Sassier! (How’s nesday midnight, who made a
two
adbecoming
of
pilgrimage to a local cemetery.
I couldn’t do it, no matter how
fense, would take the matter in Dear Editor:
Yes’ it’ll be good.
th. chemistry faculties filmy costumes.
that, Mr. Newby?)
piece they rushed among the
hand. Therefore, the remedy: re-I All through the fall and winter apropos the costume might have d’ i..cs
otry.
the
of
tombstones, raring toward each
been.
But I enjoyed seeing your
move the aforesaid party to the
Now for a little scandal.
A
Capof
last
(:horus
and
the
Edith
’loess
spent
all
quarters,
monument
expressions
as if 10 ffie a squatter’s
of
ambition.
rear of the class room, smile at
Sunday a -horseback and was so claim, or perhaps in an effort to
Those pistols. Doubt if we are
her occasionally. but firmly, and ella Choir of this College have
last.
at
come
has
Spring
Well,
worn out she could hardly stand find refuge from the terrors of
soon she will realize that you are been working on a program. This sensible there. I know they make
At least it has for the couple who up Monday morning. . .
the night.
people squeal, and, of
giving the lecture.
program was presented last Wed- some
bench by the tennis
the
on
sit
But, remarks the office cynic,
Rain continued to fall. Matches
As to the lectures on "How To, nesdav evening to a full house. course, they’re all blanks.
But
g .thors f mtai, coottil.nts court almost every night.
have
seen
the
"you
should
would not burn.
Owls hooted.
Behave Though Intelligent", ap-1 The (;ity newspapers each had that wad can put out :in eye. and ,.nce in a while.
F’or instance:
horse!"
Watchmen came with seeking lanpeal to me a great deal, but
long articles about the concert the that powder can produce lock- \11-. ErIcndsen remarked that the
blue
and
’
white.
red,
These
terns
only
to
leave in despair.
must insist that the men students next dav. But there was not 1 jaw, anti someone, some day, just ncw Baldwin in hit. piano classthe girls
Our nominations for the week: From the shadows of the graves,
be included. It would be drastic word ahout it in Friday’s Times. for a joke, ye’ understand, will room was built like a battleship; dresses look better on
winstore
Gail
Baldwin
as
possessor
of
the
in
do
they
than
as
boys
crept
out of the gale,
slip
in a real cartridge. .Then
to deprive them of such a course, Tickets were sent to the Times
and NUss Williams once remarked
sounds the most distinguished (very and trudged toward San
Jose
especially when they are nearly office to insure the presence a long series of futile explanntions, that the phonograph in her Music dows. The color scheme
but
type
of
beauty
on
Ilag,
weak word!)
with their loot.
as Intelligent as the women stu- some member of the staff. We of of abject apologies. of clamorous History and Appreciation sounded like a walking American
to
the
campus.
the
Here’s
good.
looks really
No, they weren’t grave robbers.
dents.
the Music Department feel that publicity. and a funeral. One like a locomotive. Mr. Otterstein co-eds at State. Long may they
Tatiana Gahlnbeck, (laughter of They weren’t trying to gel data
young man thought he knew all contributed naught’ to the collecThank you again,
the concert was among the most
in
the
general
Russian
former
wave
!
on
the approachibility of ghosta.
CASANOVA.
important events of the year at about a pistol. That may have tion of comments, but: "Ohl It’s
Czar’s imperial army, as posses- They were merely cataloging Oak
been so, but he didn’t know.any- embarrassing to beat time and
the College. It was certainly immost
beautiful
the
honest
C.
W.
of
sor
C.
girls
over
at
the
The
Hill
Cemetery for a college frathing
about
girls. When I saw him hear no music." Which was more
portant enough to warrant some
Dear Casanova:
hail a hot time one evening this to-gosh blonde tresses.
ternity initiation.
last, two of them had gotten his sarcastic than famous.
I’m up a stump, as the old say- mention in our own paper.
past week. !loth Vionnice went
pistol away from him, and were
"
Yours sincerly,
ing goes. I need some expert adSpring Fever had grown so the above
trip and returned with
aequiring initial experiences right
-mentioned "subtly-un"A’e’re looking forward to a new on a field
vice, and I need it right away. I
CARL Vs’ELZ,
salamander in a box. I.ater she strongly on us by Monday morn- derstantling-compnion"
a
there
in
the
crowd.
/le
thought
he
conservators’
-proof
sound
yeas seen
with
Music Representative.
find the girls avoid me, and I
ing
that
we
went
to
our
ten
salamander
that
the
discovered
was in control of the situation. but practice rooms, with a recital
walking down the hall with a
can’t figure out why.
o’clock
classroom
at
eleven.
I
understand
that
missing.
was
he was out on his feet. Also, WC hall, with classrooms large
very handsome gent.
Would you give me a personal
(Ed. NoteThe Times admits
all the girls went through their
a
interview? I can come to your the error and apologizes; the re- shouldn’t interfere with the high enough to permit breathing wiith- bed clothes carefully that evening
A
softly
warm
night
anti
a
sub
Ah, me!
school.
If you must show off I out crushing a fellow pupil. etc.,
office any noon. You will see porter has been duty chastised
tly
understanding
compnion
before crawling in.
some one over there, have her etc., etc., etc.
me, won’t you?
brought back many youthful (aefor his errer, and the Editor come over here.
And poetry will crop out! See
There is a girl in one of my hopes to do better.)
ries,
recently.
Froggie
is grate
Gene Arnold and Reg Knight
BOWS are red.
Mr. Otterstein was late. Yes,
Of course, your problem and
classes, in fact she is a sort of
ful.
Violets are blue.
mine will be to see that we don’t actually late. Can you imagine were rivals for the favors of a
"secret sorrow". I’d like to take Dear Editor:
Horse’s neck.
go too far. There’s always sonic. it? He couldn’t get to 6:30 p. m. certain girl. Arnold Wall out in
her to a dance, and I don’t want
But such memories brought
Once again the college is afflict- one who wants his pleasures
Do you?
dou- orrhestra !mortice in time. He the lead and inviited the young with them anotherpart
to be given a cold shoulder.
of a
ed wills dog -fish. Big dog -fish. ble
lady
to
the
Frosh
track
meet
last
distilled, and that finally must have resolved to do somePlease Help Me,
poem by Marguerite Wilkinson:
Small dog -fish. Middie sized dog- spoils everything. But it
Second verse ...
was fine. thing about it, because orchestra Saturday to watch him perform.
JOHNNIE NON MUER.
"It will never be what it used
fish. Dead dog-fish.
however,
was
also
Knight,
in
the
Books are read.
Good assembly, good track meet, practice has been changed bark
to be,
Well, Johnnie:
All of the flsh have been dead good eats, good costumes. Hope to 7 o’clock.
meet, won high point honors, and
Noses are blew.
Never,
never,
my
dear.
Are you resting upon the fad for at least a month and within
beat Arnold in the high hurdle
State lovers
the pictures do them justice.
fie it a swallow that flew too
that an old type formal introdu- two months they v.111 be just as
Bill and coo!
Frank Triena will give a joint event. That’s what you’d call
Incidentally, Joe’s !my% had the
far,
non is needed all the time and dead, but will stink a thousand
psychology.
severe
place all cleaned up before they recital with filey Smith for the
A rose that blew too late in the
everywhere. You’re in a class times more.
Come again!
went home that night. Bit of a Music History and Appreciation
year.
If you
with this young lady.
I am one of the unfortunates
classes.
mistake the feels the necessity of looking in(Don’t
Be it
book that a foe has
can’t become acquainted with her. who has his locker doien in the cheer for then), too.
telligent
until
one
has
word
Should like to point out that alpassed
"joint.")
meaning of the
burned
its your own fault. Here’s a se- natural science wing. and must
the office, for, after all, Mr. Otterthough it is generally supposed to
I.eaving the ash of pages,
cret. If she ever needs a little pass them flve or six times a day.i some other dendoront to kill the
stein can see out as easily as we
half
glassed-in
upper
of
The
be
true that "There are no pockMr.
A mirror to flatter a phantom
help in any of her home work or It has been the same for the lust I odor of these fish? I may need Otterstein’s office door is remain- can see in.
ets in the shroud," folks still perpride,
lab work be on hand to offer it. two years, and by the middle of some of my books to study from ly an improvement. It saves one
Ost in repeating in tones of no
Or a dead inan’s wages."
There is nothing like this type of next quarter I will be parking my soon.
the necessity of peeking through
A group of our musirians
little acorn the one that runs: "A
ASPHYXIATED.
help to win a co-ed’s heart.
books with me, rather than be
listening
breathlessly warmed up on "Art) du lieber Aukey -holes,
Fool and hie money are soon
But the great green god, Ical.
Come In any day. Johnnie. He aubjerted to the fumes of decayfor any animating sounds that gustine, o la German band, be parted."
ousy (he who makes Life and
glad to see you.
ing dog-fish.
A friend’s frown is better than might indicate Mr. Otterstein’s fore the chorus recital
the other Love so interesting), delivered
CASA.
Isn’t it possible to listerine
a fool’i smile.
an
presenre. On the other hand, one evening.
That’s all . . .
awful wallop below the belt when
FItOGGIE.
Eseese. Edith
Darwry. Pomo
Dana, Al
Lawry. (Barbs
lioase. Constance

Rhodes. Adel. Kee
U Incl. Harold
German. Lewrence
Vickers. ’I halm&

Doubtful? Ask Casanova!

"FROGGIE"

"GRAVE DIGGERS ROAM"

COMMUNICATIONS

A Discord in B Flat

-The Man on du Canipas s
leaning over the 1...lrony
els Dailey, wal. Hag the pre,
tation of "Talton.- when sto
thing round and hatil hit
hire
the hack of the 1....k. Mullen
imprecations. lit vkltirled of4
airingd sacullt.lnitn.telcde nc:ti.t"nl:::seinoll.ai41141
play. One row tv, rows, ill
rows, fourall ’
is es nub
rest upon the (1..1 obi, rouse
once of Lily, fan. st ;tower(/’
Times staff.
is as wattil
the play
if-11,41.111 wide ty
but his mouth ss . inovingipl
gheill;titeuini,mtni:litelr
\"1,.:or tuttilial I
Nraf,hlkittti,:.,.1..1:11:ilim’suiehapil,
joke.
lady, viewing th. words al
’f’aNnair7uNsVh 171 1 tntrt
picture of you’
.t2t;httian(ligai niaki
t(1,.

1 don’t ka
Nol:hui

fung." The ’Moot, that thea4
tai a:ti n.
:t.ilbecibe:gHn:t
ny

ball -gum th.it

rested S

I
ye
.11
be

freshman," he I...dined. "Do
know what I’m
to do!
going to take s .11 to Fr, SI
Quarrie’s
..n.1 sou cal
plain to him jiv,t ’AM’ you
ipethinye.d to be thr,ving thins
people anti tryine to disrupt
Lily, frighten...1 t.. the ma
of his thin bon,.
n
looked up.
th " lie
"I)on t
sis. .)
with tears in
but that! I’ll .1. natIr...
say--only don’t t
MacQuarric."
groul.,!
"Come along
Man. dragging the Iona .
tunate by the to.H.t"Wow. nix. ,
oa; t htzet it gvi
"I’lease
to ever do it

:

d
thi
at
In

’

out

Man grinned to hi:: .!f
t h e"A(I:ulri
"(V, thanks!" III,
lucky kid. riummt !
the corridor. "I Is:.
that’ll disrupt th.
whole school.
week !"
The Man Sr.
knew!

Columbia ( ourse Said
To Approach Free I
Shades t.f
cher Nation’
Spirits of "It.
"The Book -111,r
11,11
Militant Chi. have risen in .
ty of their
alleged tett. t
course on
given at Colm
Even now,
Nicholas Murra,
peace advocate aol Timid+
the school, ha
self behind gr.
l.
tome% in prep...
onslaught of Ifrece So
lea.k.lairrarilll
brandishing
And further. it is rulliel
the publisher, r the o
ble text book. ssrifien bv II
sor Ruth Reed of Ifoini
College, which il is .!
rated fret. los..
aanctity of the
have started
asbestos paper rat which le
new editions of the wort
.
The iirolest wasBuller,
voiced in a letttr ft,
Ausll
ten by the Woructl’u
the Episcopal churrhe
calm.
Friends are like meiotic
1 tell you win’?
To flnd one oath 1""
hundred try.
-- Claude "

,cia
Hol

qtr.

f

1$11

.4 %ler
trItl
I arl
eri

’ fat
of
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liss Joy Arps Gives
Views on Play to I
be Presented Soon
IN -Rohm
.ffilINI; I MO
AND Jt !JET" TELLS
(IF HOLES
that I study the
’The longer
the more that i realJuliet
le tif
years of experi: that it takes
interpret the long moN to
think the role rem MAI I

Gianpus
,I.ons in
cg the pr
lid him
e, k. \Tuner
a

Mhirlisl

111,1phl.ap
.ao.,,01
1.1 rOWS
in. ill’s rasa
con
si maser
wat,
’ rut wide

\Lin
fa

111.1,1

the
gs
.i.aCt like
I .1,,n1
-I. but I
d I did
I
d. Lei; I
a.. that the
I the on
a Lig rti
t rested in
.
t iril.
to do
.o to hr.
iu est
t ,Ity you
..ssing thing
to disrupt
I to the m
crol

"Ins
nasthing
ki Jur tu
P

1rd

i.,f’s 37
i IltOliete
oUr
I

:,,,tited the
s
’,I till you

rse
.ch Free
t,
Hitt" Thi
elturch
illy awful
1,i den
free Ion
rclations
reported
Butler.
tut foci.]
mtrenrheil
storks of
ion tie 3
i,ree
hominid
is rumored
the obit(
men hv
Mount 11
is piked
nd belittle(
ihristian
tine ar’46
which I,
he wor
was
ta Butler.
n’s Otitis
prclIrs

melon’
.I.

:lohle

ins"
..ios sentence Joy Arps
in this
most ilmi her characterization
a be of :111 ,Arellenee with the
Payers’ first
ging for ,tit Jose
akope.wiAn play,
Find Heroine Role
il Wee tover been a heroine
my previous parts
fore. All of
roles, but I
re been liaracter
will help me as a
d that it
attempted
lure dirotor to have
my type, a characterizations."
site
intend if
fpan being asked
go on the stage.
I to attempt to
, - oid, "Heavens no. I realize
or
g il takes ey,eptional beauty
lent to he a success on the legitate star..., and since I am intected in students of the high
boot age, I would rather did"
Miss Anis first role was that of
ysterical old woman in a poor
se, and may end her career in
ol one, but she intends, upon
g to Columbia for a NI. A.
ee after she is graduated from
1,.. eb.. ,..111.1 then like to di 1 ithip te lite.] dramatics and
h English.
I’ the si,, ill number of plays
edirect,,l." says Joy, "I have
yed ’A Cool of a Man’ most.
of the parts I have played I
"Midsummer
in
Quin...,
l’S Dream.’"
Pan
Likes l’eter
Personally I am intolerant topessimism, and as a result
Sir James Barrie’s plays,
n ’Peter Pan’."
am gfraily enthused over
yers’ pres,nlation of ’Romeo
Juliet’ beeause it will not try
be over rellistic. It will aclish, through suggestion in
NI and liAting, what realism
kill. It olTers a challenge
the cast for individual inter:lion lo eause it contains no
e directiris."
In the role of Juliet I can only
to 1,, .ble to create from
mean’, lines A character
is inconsistent and individual
esti of st ere,.!, 1 . ,t...

Sorority Pledges
Several me Artists
au Mu Iona, hotiorory music
ortt.
.1,tees the accept f
Gussefeld, pian, , i.tes, violist; Viola
ent,
.:..,,s1;
and Violet
dos, 1,,....st. all of whom are
be pledg,.1
the near future.
of these oidolates are active
musieal ink.; and in keeping
thy
of the society, all
been ,
beelluse of
rag
. as performers.
musieinnlop nad an excellent
larship
s.aority now has
n chart, members and five
booty
members, vvith
%Urine lionismOn as fae
sPons,r f I the group. For f the ileW pledges,
3 :WAD
,!..graiti given by
twaiber ot the sorority are
4 ilo
. Ms planned for
spring ,ii: :.

Practice Groups
Semi-Formal Dinner
e
’ the hostess
se win
Iliden Dim
Yleach...... a the members of
1
r’s social practice
held a soot -formal dinner
Y evehing, February
29. ill
Pritate
diaing room of
trig wen
lifts -eight present
lir dinner. ten
of whom were
grates!,
ere seas no
set program, but
r the dinner
%Ir. Miller called
out*
the guests to make
remark:. Miss Helen
Mitt Miss
fro !Rounick, Miss
ne Thompson. Mr. H. F.
f 171 Mr. II. P. Miller
spoke
The two clasws
plan to give
before finals.
a

President of Players

"There was an admirable sinlplicity of government in those
old-time Ohio Valley schools,"
says Dr. Holliday in his article,
"Granddad’s Ohio Valley Schooling," published in the present issue of "The Kadelpian Review," a
magazine devoted chiefly to the
cultural aspects of professional
education, and published by the
Executive Council of Kappa Delta
Pi, an honor society in education.
In telling of the "simplicity of
government," Dr. Holliday goes
on to say that "Lectures on morality and ethics were not the
style; a vigorous stirring of the
circulation at a spot sotnewhat
remote front the students seat of
culture WaS a most efficacious
method of ’learning by doing’.
That, no doubt, recalls to mind
the favorite old-fashioned maxim,
"Spare the rod and spoil the
child."
’The ancient schols of granddad
also had their dramatic moments.
"There were titnes when the pedagogue failed to smilethe world
had gone wrong with him the
this morning
night beforeand
the pupil nillst pay for it. Some
slight breach of discipline, and
two boys are called to the front
of the roora. The younger children shudder; a "horsing," they
’whispera diabolical tneans of
torturing culprits long practiced
in the Ohio Valley and in the
South, from which many of those
early Ohio pedagogues come."
Dr. Holliday relates the many
disadvantages of these ancient
schools; also the hardships and
test our great granddad had to
face and overcome in order to
acquire an education. Rut he
points out that it was up from
such beginnings has come that

Bridge Party Held
by Miss H. Mignon

Miss Helen L. ’Mignon delightfully entertained the members of
Delta Nu Theta at a bridge party
at her home on Monday evening.
Those receiving prizes were
Miss Margaret Gruening, who had
the highest score, and Mrs. lieulah Kryder for lowest score.
Later in the evening charming
refreshments were served by the
hostess. Patriotic colors were
beautifully portrayed in the table
decorations and refreshments.
Those who attended the affair
were: Mrs. Margaret Coyle, faculty member, and Ntrs. F:1111 Ward,
Mrs. Beulah Kryder, and the
Misses Gertrude Melville, Mary
Stewart, Margaret Gruening, Ruth
Morgan, and Mildred Zeigler.
civilization of Ohio Valley which
has given to this nation at least
five of our Presidents. a host of
other statesmen, and men of great
nobility of character and accomplishment.
It is fortunate for those students hying Dr. Holliday that he
does not openly approve of the
"admiral simplicity of government" of ancient schools. That
he may have his moments of
doubt is possible. but luckily
those moments of weakness have
no serious results, due probably
to various and sundry school regulations and modern educatioal
concepts . . . or is it due to
his genuine good nature and hunt
an understanding of the tricks
anti Flight misdemeanors of college rascals.
A 17 -year -old honor student at
Oak Park High School, Chicago,
has been trapped in an extortion
plot to get $10,000 from a wealthy oak Park man.

ROOS BROS GREATEST

Easter Sale
of Lingerie
$1.95
$2.95
$3.95
SLIPS ... DANCETS ...TEDDIES

for these prices.

co, B
’,too

The Mission
"Sky Devils" is the attraction
at the Fox Mission Sunday. This
picture took a year to make anti
cost more than half a million dollars. It was made by Howard
Hughes, whose "Hell’s Angels"
created such a sensation.
"Sky Devils" is
lightning -fast
comedy, based on the thrilling
and romantic adventures of three
American aviators during the
World Vs’ar.
The leading roles
are played by Spencer Tracy,
Boyd, George Cooper and
Ann Dvorak. An air fleet of 55
planes was used in filming the
sensational flying scenes in "Sky
Devils," and in one sequenr P
alone 50 ships are shown in
thrilling combat above the clouds.
It is an audacious tale of three
flying clowns who violate every
rule of war to have a good time.
and in the face of a court martial
for disobedience, accomplish so
many rare and accidental feats .4
gallantry they are decaorated.
The average male undergraduate at Columbia University prefers to marry a cultured, clever,
sensitive woman. The average
woman student at Barnard ColUniversity,
lege, in Columbia
thinks "her man" should have
and a
looks,
money
culture, good
sense of humor.

Roos Stores
al Santa Clara and ;it all

Skylight Club Selects
Miss Le3na Lassen
Chairma for Drive

President of Club

(Gonttnued ft out Page One)

Characterizing arguments of the
I I Elflsl Isiri
1 Mk
GIVEN
tiLL. r .01111E1(1 I 11.17.1tilli
negative as appeals to prejudices
r it II
DI( R1F1
rather than being impersonal and
objective, the affirmative closed
te
Nforch the 7111, (Pe
its case by maintaining that their
I It. Chili held .1 sloth
plan should be adopted because it
.11
would greatly better conditions.
Coke Wood and Hobert Wright,
IiitI
t
upholding the negative for College of the Pacific., adapted their
d.I1
.11
11,1i1112.
arguments to meet the plan of the
11,ch
affirmative. Their effort of adaptation, even though taking from
;’
tallzile.:
their speaking to a considerable
extent, showed a good underMeg .01,1 Illostr.,
standing of negative debating, and
e per,
the advantages and diflieullies
,
ttl,
ieet
contained therein.
Contending
that
centralized
l
II,tire 111.1,14 Ill Hall.
voider)! was undesirable because
- I te
,opt,t,. don, :oat ttitir
it was a radical change from
,.1.dlo or toad,. fr,ifit felt itra
established system. Wood allil
rial.
Wright entered their ringing deNest NI,,11,1,re, at 12
th
nunciation of a plan steeped in
Art Apt,reciritirin Inn group will
cent ral &mai nal ion.
111,
They argued that such a plan
would curtail private initiative
comPetition, and therefore was
not compatible with American
capitalism. Vs’hen urged hy their
opponents to forego appealing to
established convictions and argue
the case of pure economic lines,
the negative resorted to showing
l It:, ettioilig
:if the
that from past experience it has1
111.41,.. if!
tit
been learned that governmental
5 it.eltt
St.ift’s
control is harmful, citing the
ttri.eteti.tlete. , ill le, preselltot
harm dealt the railroads by the
f
Commerce CommisInterstate
‘Nit -1;411.:
sion.
Miss Hope Allan.. charming president of the ne ly organized Sks "1,111
argued
negative
!.t
light Club, ho
In closing. the
’It esNell
as toastmistress at a banquet Eisen
I hi
centralized control
that such
le
nub
the Hotel
Anza recently.
should not be tolerated because it
11
11.1,
1.tett
tit violated fundamental principles of
native economic life. Wright adNIrs. 1111111airn, Giritierd
mitting he had previously appealed to the prejudices of the
audience, declared he would make
his last appeal to their common
I l .., ) iin..; 1.iilics .ire vki,ltlice. Could ,,,, 11,, ,,,,,..,k,.,. ,..I. .% idmiige Icis been made in tin:,
sense.
I., " o f 1 ti.1 II ,11,111J111u ,111.1" -lilate of the tkermtin I:luti part
Globe Triilters ial Weilnesilas
’ i It will take itlace oti the etenin- ’
Palla for San Jose, showed well
in his speaking, as did Wright for noon. Nit"’ It 2. i’. 1""t" ’’’’’’ "f 111(.1 or l’utsday. March 15, in Sol,.
College of the Pacific. Chamber- littme-Slakina building. ills Ltils field flail in the 1’. 11% (:. A. \ r:
I
lain delivered his most effective dealt with dpar,...iii. nt and :t mentbers of the German Club
:III
ins lied to
work in the closing rebUtlai seemed th ,t his attitude w,is
while Wood showed marked abil- somewhat p,
.
He fliS- take part in the dant inc. JOT,
es.
singing. and
ity as an extemporaneous speaker.
in the svir
CUSSC(1 the
Prior to the debate Coach
Vb’ells Harrington anti his debat- of disarmament. laying it
ers were tendered a banquet at innerly to hinitan nature.
the college.

Bel Canto Group WM
Present Russian Songs

MOW>

Reverend Gould Speaks German Club Party to
Before Globe Trotters Take Place on Tuesday

Moving Picture Committee
Appoints Staff

Two former deans of Ohio
State UniversityBrig. Cten. Edward Orton Jr., 08, former dean
of the College of Engineering:
and Dr. George W. Knight. 73,
former dean of the College of Education, dies on the satne day.

CANELO MOTOR CO., INC.
sao weal’ saacra CLARA ST.
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The countrii,

Columbia "U" Students
Cable China Government
toi

are swinging
militarism and Jamin has
1.,r1:.%1 tide I nines, and
Japanese student
evident the dilliculites that
’
armament has h. fai.e in their re uctlier at the Internac
mot t kotle ’here "Sreed th"t 111’
cent primitik,
hotild not lie fighting t,, -It ,111,
the problem.
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.
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033;1
The United st..t.,s should be the Id"ge in
’Japan.
leader in till
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"Gll"Rgait
Tani Y:kfL
MOON"
BRASSIEPE

/SENSATION

The definitely accented,form.fittingfrocks
of the new season demand that your figure
be perfectly moulded
bust uplifted,waistline slender and hips
smoothly rounded.
With Maiden Form,
it’s easy to acquire
this flatorralty beautiful silhouette. Maiden
Formfoundations are
scientificallydcsigned
to mould the figurc in
harmony with fAshion’s dictates.

It ING Itot
LOOSE LE 11s’.11
at
Prices
Special

"NON.ALASTIC"
grrdle. Stade of
special elastic (excl usive with
Maiden Form) nonstretchable ac ro ss
center front for alsdornen control with
enough ngive"
through waistline
and back for body
comfort. Excellent
for heavier figures.

lie.

o

Fountain Pen,
Propelling
I.arge Composition Books
Binder Papers
All sal DENT SUPPLIES
11

McKiernan Music Co.
la E. San Antonio SI
-yhie

.onat for free hwel wheel
done wins sour halt soles
yffiedeo157 8. 2nd St. seer krem$
FOR HEST SHOE REPAIRING

"GM%

S Po Of

60...ASSIEP....f
OIS.1137167.1713. 117331
Brassieres. 11.00 142.95.
Gordko, $2 9, 19 $12.,,,
Garter Bolt, P.00 le $2.9

See Heiden Form etyles et your dotter or write to us for booklet.
Maiden Form Breotere Co., Ito. Deus CI7-141 Fifth Ave..N. Y.
112/11101P_IiillOW

An RCA Vicsur Proctor.,
-Tired"
fleet Lovi n’s

Illetllly

Music required
BOOk8
at "State" always on hand

We’ll be glad to play
it for you.
Come in today!

A Treat---

10C

g"Xe

aVictor

Record

AT YOUR SF:RAW:F.!

There ire Maiden Fern
for e.erY *Pe ei AM".

"Maiden Form
DoubleSupport"
the brassiere most
popular with women of fuller figure.
This oss tterntroi
all -elastic girdle
nips ill the .-2.t
line and perle.ely
controls the

k

I

on

iTYPEWRITERS
RENTED
RED SIDEII
EXCHANGED
Factory Distributors

THE NAME

\

011)i 10
-

Milkshakes

LOOK FOR

ti

Winch &Marshall

Thick, Creamy

Maidenette Seamless- a new "wisp
of a brassiere", for
slight figures, with
tinyseamsunder the
bust so that they’re
practically invisible. The dainty
garter belt is of net
trimmed with lace.

f
a. Neil

,1.

s

A tin perlc.t;, I ions uplift" brassiere,witha
curved elastic insert
between the bust
sections, to allow
iustenough’igiveLL.

...GOWNS

mil age you’ll he amazed
Even in this
pure tlye silks . . . such
to find such los
Alen marvelous tailoring ... such exquisite
-run’)
hand
them
of
(many
laces
eon -type

A ic,ilenni}ler

t,quaintance with the
on, ince every man
.c,rtiite( is. not words,
are the
rem mon of
the attachment
1,:t told that the most lib.P,:e.’r,s,i"n of imod-vrill is
of in being
the surest
f George
Wastillla1011.

IrFox Theatres to Have
Spartan Debaters Are
I Particularly Fine Bill
Defeated in Contest
Over This Week-end
With Pacific College

Entirely different in theme and
cast, yet alike in the fact that
they are both outstanding successes in the picture world, the
Eox California and Slission theaters present particularly entertaining bills for the weekend.
Sunday brings Marlene Dietrich in "Shanghai Express" to the
Pox California.
Miss Dietrich’s
characterization is that of Shanghai Lily. an adventuress, notori
ous throughout the Orient. Brook
plays the part of a British officer,
one of her legion of admirers.
Anna May Wong, featured character actress in "Daughter of the
Dragon," has the role of a Chi
nese courtesan; Warner Oland appears as a Chinese war ord; Lawrence Grant portrays a European
clergyman; Gustav von Seyffertitz
has the part of a German adventurer Emil Chautartl is an army
officer cashiered front the French
army; Eugene PaRetie is a gambler and bookmaker and Louise
Closser Hale, a veteran actress,
represents
a
boarding house
keeper of Shanghai.
Jules Furthman
the
wrote
Miss Ruth Montgomery, prominent in campu. affairs,
ho %sill take screen play, which is an adaptaPart in CoEd Capers tonight at
o’clock, in the auditorium.
tion of an original story by Harry
Hervey, novelist, playwright and
globe-trotter.

Dr. Carl Holliday Writes
on Old-Time Schools
for Magazine
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San
Jose
Creamery
14,
South First St.

Ballard 668

HOI.\ I.
C.0110 \
tN:
III:WINO
INI)1.1;\St1411)
Poelublt 1 \To writers
Second-hand Typweriterm from
$20 to $60
Terms as km- as $1.50 per
m eek

Office Store Equipment GO.
I

I

III NUM

Ila Hard 8620
71.73 E. San Fernando
San JOSC. (

Dickerson Bros.
Ballard 7862
273 S. lad St.
Next to American Theatre
*we..

Crystal
Creamery
Branch
Tasty Sandwiches
Large Milkshakes

The
Collegiate
Rendezvous
7.73377.473071

-or
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Baseball Team to
Meet Menlo J. C.
Saturday, There

OUTSTANDING TALENT IS
State Tennis Team Meets CHOSEN FOR "ROMEO
California Here Today
AND JULIET"
This afternoon at the S.,,,
Jose Tennis Club, at the end of
South Sixth street, the Spartan
tennis team will meet the Um
versity of California netniet,
The matches will be interest
ing, and the Golden Bears at.
bringing down all their slat.,
to do battle with San Josc.
Those who will represent SAit,
Jose are: I Itenny: 2. Goodell.
Naas: 5. Rea, I
3. Munk..
Brewer.

The Spartan baseball team will
have another busy week -end this
Friday and Saturday, playing San
Leandro High on Friday, and on
the following day traveling to
Menlo to play the Junior College
on their home diamond.
Last week -end the Spartans
easily won their two games over
the San Mateo High and Alameda
High. Simoni and DeSelle won
one game apiece.
The Son Leandro High game on
Friday will no doubt be close and
interesting. ’rhe high school has
a farflung reputation of turning
out championship teams. Coach
Crawford will take no chances
San Jose Stale evidently will
against the visitiors by starting his not be the only institution in the
best team.
Far Western Conference that will
Tomorrow the Spartans travel have a new coach for its teams.
to Menlo to play a double header This statement is derived after
The games be- reading of the puzzle that the ofliwith the J. C
tween the two teams in the past cials of the University of Nevada
closely contested. are striving to settle in their
been
have
Crawford has not stated his quest for a coach v,Ito will satisfy
starting pitcher. but the guess is sill their requirements.
that he will begin one game wiith
The officials in charge of the
Simoni who has been pitching University have decided to take
wonderful ball.
some action against Philbrook beThe tentative lineup for the cause of the constant complaint of
games are: Infield. Hardiman, the graduates and under -graduPura, Thurber, Felice; outfield. ates who :ire dissatisfied with the
The losing teams turned out by him.
Turner. Hurst, Casalegal.
pitchers no doubt will be selected The former students expect Coach
from Simoni. DeSelle, Hurst, Lie- Philbrook to turn out such teams
is hail put the University on the
brandt, and George.
athletic map during the years
Will the "cuss"tomer who pro- when heisted by "Rabbit" Bradand
moted the pocket -kit of tools from shaw they were called
,the M. D. auditorium stage please crowned the champions of the Pareturn them 1,, the Lost and cific Coast.
The students of the Sagebrush
Found department? No questions
School are strongly against playasked.
ing teams out of their class when
MEL\ ’N. NEWCOMBE.
’’ay have only a very slight
...rice of victory against the
-..ng chances of an overwhelm-

COACHES APPOINTED IN
WESTERN CONFERENCE

Liberal Club
susiEGT:
’Ile Breakdown of our Social
Morale"
LEADER:
Carl Babberger of Stanford

The Unitarian Church
Sunday.

defeat and injuries that will
,pple theal SI) that the easiest

arns on their schedule can de,t them wiith ease. This feeling
resentment has grown through
constant defeat of the athletic
um against California and Stant’,I, although the athletic fund
no doubt bolstered by the
,re of the gate receipts that
rnivenitv t,f Nevada re

(Continued from Page Onel
.ven more hilarious than that he
produced in "You and I."
Especially is this true in his
"Quen Nlab" speech, which is only
Part of the lightness in his
,liaracter that accentuates
the
tragedy of the production as a
ss hole.
Dick Glyer, as lienvolio, the
second friend of Romeo. substantiates the reputation he gained in
Cock
Robin." "House PartS.."
mot "Passing of the Third Floor
Itack."
Nurse Is Outstanding
One of Shakespeare’s most famous roles is that of the nurse,
played by Robin Hannibal, who
had the comedy character in
"Cradle Song." As the nurse.
Miss Hannibal shows promise of
being one of the remembered
roles of the play.
Quite in contrast to roles that
he has played in "Courage," "He
Who Gets Slapped," and "Cock
Robin." is a role of Tybalt as
played by Jim Fitzgerald. It is
the villain of the play and is
quite in contrast with the coniedV
that has been his field.
Other prominent Players hi
"Romeo and Juliet" are: AI Dunn,
Kathryn Epps,
Dick Sanders,
George Greenleaf, Carroll Kirby,
Wallace Murray, Bill Somers, and
Fi!more Gray.
Few Tickets Left
Tickets will be put on sale
Monday in the quad, and all
should reserve them as soon as
possible because there are very
few left.

Ex-Board Meets
(Continued from Page One)
Kay Lindsay-field events.
Yancy Williarns--dance chairman.
It was suggested that a new
San Jose State pennant be purchased to replace the one stolen
at the Parific game. It was moved,
seconded and carried.
As there was no further business the meeting vvas adjourned.
NADENE KROUGH,
Secretary, pro ten,.

1’132

- ’PIANO EXAMINATION
Track Team Meets Menlo
BE GIVEN MARCH I
21
Afternoon
Tomorrow
The N’

ACOUSTIC BOARD IS
Teachers Approved for Spring Quarter usteti1 NEW INSTALLED
FOR
3.
4.
5.
6.

l’age One)

(Continued fr
McColley, Marian
Hayes, Rita
Shicora, Catherine
Maginnis, Ruth

6. Carraher, F.va Mae
7. Cikutch, May K.
ri. Saunders. Stephen
Meet With !Nisi K. H. Hall
in Room 121
1. Dieu, Viniht
Grace
’birdies,
2.
3. Itrownell, Eloise
4. !toga, Ada Nlae
5. Lewis, Alice IliP)
Meet With Mrs. Walsh in
Room 107
1. Allen. Genevieve
2. Biggers, Elizabeth
3. Blaine, Nliriam
4. ,Cantu. Marie (K11)
5. Huss, Virginia
6. Kevil, Marion
7. Let:, Vernal
8. Jensen, Evelyn
Meet With Miss Wylie In
Room 161
1. Bray, Dorothy
2. Pollard, Lawrence
See Mrs. Until’ in Room 61
Immediately
1. Alden, Elizabeth
2. Hayes, Ulla
3. Hodgson, Doris
4. Lux, Velda
5. McDonald, Alice
Scullin. Ida H.
7. Wells, Rachel B.

Meet with Mimi DeVore in
Room 117
1. Blyther, Vesta
2. Burness, Nlarguerite (Kt’)
3. Farrington, Loelia
4. Hill, Margaret E.
5. Hutchings, Ella
6. Marengo, Marguerita
7. Neufeld, Doris
8. Rapp, Lenore (KP)
9. Scott, Helen (KP)
In. Dechinan, Ethel
11. Dornberger, l’auline
12. Gilbert, Ruth
13. Eberhart, Pearl
14. Nliller, Evelyn I..
15. Smith, Emily (K1’)
16. Totnasi, Alice
Meet Mith Dr. F’reeland

Room 61
1. Davis, Dorothy G.
2. MacDonald, Alice
3. Hider, Barbara
4. Roberts, Margaret
!deet With Miss Toles

in

In

Room 155

1. Carlisle, Martha
2. Henn. I.illian
3. Gamble, Margaret

4. Sherman, Carol (liP)
5. Syufy, Selma
6. Frisch, Helen

Miss Mary Latimer Reads

7. Davis, Beulah (KP-GE)
8. Hood, Emmy Lou
9. Itykert, Dorothy (RP-GE1

(Continued from Paige One)

Meet with Mrs. C. B. Hall
in Room 118

Bailey, Carolyn
Jackson, Elleanor
Jefferson, Opal
MacKarcher, Avis
Bousefield, Dorothy

1

(Continued from Page One)
will render several solos in her
Miss
beautiful Sal/rano voice.
Harrington, who is from Santa
Cruz, is a senior at present. Upon
her graduation this year she is
going to New York, where she
will continue her vocal training.
Those who have heard Nliss Harrington sing before are eagerly
anticipating her appearance next
Tuesday evening.
New Acoustic Board
With the installation of a. new
acoustie board on the stage there

romorrow afterni ((((( at 2 ,
in. at Spartan Field. the Sao
Jose State varsity track team
will meet Menjo J. (:. in a dual
’meet. This is the initial show-

ing of Coach Mesh’s team, and
supporters
is desired. Iteniember: Saturday afternoon iit Spartan Field.

a large turn -out
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or
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Photo Finishing

FILNIS IN BY 12 NOON
PRINTS OUT AT 5 P. M.

WEBBS

Ike
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Flite’s
throat.
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Ali is. Itall’s
Sportint:: (Soo&

Across from School

ith and San Carlos Sls.

_75c
40e

Dresses
Coats
Suits
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Room 2Is

San Jo-
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I..rnta

J. It. a.
’chat, ,

A. Isom
IIS

Fountain Drinks

GENTS
Suits
Trousers
Sweaters

hitg

66 South First Street

COLLEGE CLEANERS

F’resh Frozen Orange Juice

LADIES
... ... $1.00 up
.$1.00 up
....... .... ... $1.00

At THE MISSION BARBF,QUE
Where The Alameda and Park .Avenue Meet

HALE BROS. BETTENCOURT’S

The NEN E.ST,

HEST, and ONLY TRAY SERVICE HOUSE

4.4111

MITA5r_P1114T-

in this Vicinity
Come

ith and San Salvador Sts.

out after the show

or

You’ll

dance, or when you’re

VkA4AT THE PRICE IS

AT

FRANCO’S
MARKET

like it. and so will we

Local Owners: C. P. WAITE and T. M. RYAN
SPECIALS
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1;

YOU KNOW YOUR FATHER,.
DONALD. N.s.n4EN YOLl ’TELL 1-1114

"riding around"

Col. 488

1

TV IN
to

Exclusively Photographic

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY. NIARCH 12 and 13

We Specialize in Hamburgers and flarbeque Sandwiches

.

.........

that eis..
ship on tl,t,
in today
superb rat I,

Photo Supply Store

MAKE THAT TUX LOOK LIKE NEW

A Drink with every Sandwich served to your ear

tion th,

will be a great improvement in,
reflection of the tone to the :inch The baseball team were outfit craw. The stage is now so well, ted with new suits for
games
trailing.
of
equipped that instead
311’1
A1’111’1111
with
-end
week
hist
the’
stage
the
of
top
Up to the
High Schools. Perhaps
music will now be directly re- San Nlitleo
the new suits might have Inel
fleeted to the audience.
isomething to do with the deeisis,
Students Urged to Attend
administered
On Pres:ions occasions it has defeats that the team
many aitmore
been observed art.that
ow to the visitors.
pri.m.nt.
townspeople
The suits were formerly the
concerts than students-this year, possession of the world cliampihowever. it is hoped that the stu onship Athletics.
robirett
dents will take advantage of the with a blue stripe down the side
opportunity’ of hearing the sym- They are of light blue will, ,
phony orchestra as well as Miss white stripe near the bottom. flit
Harrington.
caps have a blue A woven into
Admission is free and reserved them.
by
merely
:els may be obtained
, asking for them in Mr. otter stein’s offic, in the NIusie build-

FREE
Hot and Cold Sandwiches

eration
pummel.’
Has-ten-I.

Mr.

S. J, BASEBALL MEN GET
NEW UNIFORMS

but Miss Latimer could read high ing. Members of the factilt iitaN
English comedy IIS well as a pa- t obtain resent,’ seals from Mr.
thetic ballad of Edna St. Vincent MacQuarrie’s
Nlillay. She did not even disdain
to amusingly portray the drunk. Latimer and acted as mistress of
or the abused college freshman.
ceremonies. She spoke of Nliss
Nliss Latimer is a very busy Latimer’s valuable and new methwoman with radio work and the od of interpretation so that the
department was inded fortunate utlience, which was recognized
to get her.
critical one, might more
to be
Miss Joy Arps introduced Nliss fully appreciate Miss Latimer’s
vork.

10. Dunning, Shirley
II. Sherburne, liuth
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CONCERT

LL TELL

FOR SATURDAY

YoU To

C.70 GET

IT .

I KNOW

Blum

See Our Windows for
DAILY SPECIALS

Blue and White
Brown and
Tissue, 6 for

45c

Powdered Sugar,
2 lbs. for

15c

Fandango
Preserves.
2Ia lb. jar

33c

Ma)
""

La. Aunt Jemima
Pancake Flou r

407
.4
: e
,, t., :-. .

lb. pkg. of
Baron

47c
1
1
’i’7i..,

1 Pc

.

4
1il 13.
0-* . it’
0. 4,V.

$

.95

4.?..tii?li

. It looks like a grand affair.
Das 1171) sports dance, tomorrow evening.’
Hale’s
Lotlege Shop will gladly assume all responsibilities for
Spring 1932 smartness. And
inexpensively.

C. & C. Ginger
Ale, quart

Hamburger and
Country sausage,
2 lbs.

25c
25c

11 4t.
’ti

Franco’s Quality
rUTTI FRUITI
411"*1"

Y

1,14...Ci
k.VI. .;

Flowery Prints
on Pastel Grounds

ICE CREAM
Quart
2
Brick

We
Give

\\’;::;;;: .:li

29c

Mac doesn’t like to spend a cent He’ll ne’er be broke nor even bent.
He spends his cash with greafesi care.
Because it’s free he loves fresh air,
Yet spending here, MacThrifts agree,
Is practising economy.

MARVEL()
FLAT
CREPE
DRESSES

’\f,, ..t.

24C""a"

HAVE A STORE
LIKE THAT IN
TOWN !

Hot Cha! Cha!

,

Hacienda

TH AT, MA. CTEE,
ITS GREAT TO

../1:...11"

Green
Stamps

TEN DEPARTMEIN
TO SERVE YOU

rs

ANWS

-MARKET.,

Pork (
Each

Pot Roast
Pent n d

5c
10c

Accordion pleated trims diagonal lines pleated
and circular skirts
capelets -- smartly belted
a
$5.1ei value at $3.95!
allurn’s Downstairs)

5th and Santa Clara Sts., and 404 N. 13th

Opcn Sundays, Erenings and Holidays
17ntil Midnight
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